


OUTLINE OF THE TALK

1. The Precision Medicine Initiative

2. The turn to precision in psychiatric research

3. The virtues of precision medicine

①Reductionism

②Big Data

③Nosological Revisionism

4. Are these three virtues necessary and sufficient for progress 

in psychiatry?  

5. Can these three virtues be disaggregated? 



The goal of         

precision medicine is to 

“ensure that the right 

treatment is delivered to 

the right patient at the 

right time” 
-- (National Academies of Sciences, Engineering, 
and Medicine: Biomarker Tests For Molecularly 
Targeted Therapies: Key to Unlocking Precision 
Medicine)
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PRECISION MEDICINE 



“We’ve applied the new powers of technology.... to strike an 

enemy force with speed and incredible precision. By a 

combination of creative strategies and advanced 

technologies, we are redefining war on our terms. In this new 

era of warfare, we can target a regime, not a nation.” 



Insel in 2014: 



PRECISION PSYCHIATRY

Clinician complaints: 

diagnosis bloat

bracket creep

neglect of phenomenology

neglect of social factors

and the list goes on....

In 2012 over 90% of articles in three of the top psychiatric research journals 

— the American Journal of Psychiatry, Biological Psychiatry, and the Archives 

of General Psychiatry (now JAMA Psychiatry) examined a single DSM disorder, 

comparing patients diagnosed with the condition to healthy controls (Bruce 

Cuthbert, personal communication)



“Categorical mental disorders do not "line up" one-to-one with 

variations in the functioning of neural circuits. Rather, neural 

circuits align with narrower neurobehavioral constructs that 

are themselves related to psychopathology in cross-cutting 

fashion: Dysfunction in each construct is related to multiple 

forms of psychopathology and most forms of psychopathology 

are related to dysfunction in more than one construct.” 

(Lahey and Zald 2013) 

PRECISION PSYCHIATRY



THE DSM AS AN “EPISTEMIC PRISON”



THE RESEARCH DOMAIN CRITERIA MATRIX

● The National Institute of Mental Health decided to develop an alternative 
classification, not of mental disorders but of targets for research: the 
Research Domain Criteria project

● RDoC is a classification protocol for researchers that aims to encourage a 
profound shift in the way research samples are conceived of and 
assembled 

● RDoC changes the targets of validation from diagnoses to any sort of 
phenomenon relevant to psychopathology that may be viewed either as an 
extreme on a spectrum of human variation or as a dysfunctional structure 
or process. 









RDOC’S VIRTUES

“First, mental illnesses are presumed to be 

disorders of brain circuits. Secondly, it is 

assumed that the tools of clinical 

neuroscience, including functional 

neuroimaging, electrophysiology, and new 

methods for measuring neural connections 

can be used to identify dysfunction in 

neural circuits. Third, the RDoC approach 

presumes that data from genetics 

research and clinical neuroscience will 

yield biosignatures that will augment 

clinical signs and symptoms for the 

purposes of clinical intervention and 

management.”

(Morris and Cuthbert 2012).
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REDUCTIONISM IN PSYCHIATRY

• In comparison to oncology, psychiatry lacks what Bechtel and Richardson (1993) 

have referred to as loci of control: those parts of a system whose functions 

contribute to the effect of interest and which can be manipulated to ultimately 

allow for the discovery of “precise” targets for intervention within the parts 

themselves.

• We have reasons to be doubtful that genetic loci of control will be identified: 

• Evidence from GWAS have revealed only genes implicated in psychopathology that 

have very small effect-sizes, suggesting that  phenotypes associated with mental 

illness are polygenetic

• Genes implicated in psychopathology are biomarkers of susceptibility to disease, 

rather than biomarkers of disease 

Maël Lemoine (Tours)



REDUCTIONISM IN PSYCHIATRY

Maël Lemoine (Tours)

What about neurological loci of control?

RDoC-funded projects focus on discovering the 

neural circuitry underlying domains implicated in 

psychopathology, not correlating biomarkers at this 

level with therapeutic targets in order to develop 

new treatment protocols 
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BIG DATA IN PRECISION MEDICINE



Kendler, Kenneth 

S., Gardner, 

Charles O., and 

Prescott, Carol A.  

2006. “Toward a 

Comprehensive 

Developmental 

Model for Major 

Depression in 
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Journal of 

Psychiatry 163 

(1): 115–24. 
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NOSOLOGICAL REVISIONISM IN PSYCHIATRY



from: Insel TR, Cuthbert BN. Medicine. Brain disorders? Precisely.

Science. 2015 May1;348(6234):499-500.
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NOSOLOGICAL REVISIONISM IN PSYCHIATRY



“Although RDoC is labeled as an experimental 

classification approach, it is actually not a classification 

system in the formal sense. It might better be termed “an 

experiment toward classification.” Notably, RDoC does not 

have any a priori specifications for defining disorders—that 

is, it does not involve criteria by which any given individual 

will be given a diagnosis. This omission is intentional. 

Another of the steps called for by aim 1.4 is to “develop 

reliable and valid measures of these fundamental com-

ponents . . . for use in basic studies and in more clinical 

settings”; development of appropriate measurement is 

obviously necessary for a quantitatively based system to 

be instantiated in the future.” 

(Cuthbert and Kozak 2013) 



THE SOLUTION TO THE PROBLEM THE NIMH 

DIAGNOSED IS NOSOLOGICAL REVISIONISM, NOT 

REDUCTIONISM

IRONICALLY, RDOC FOCUSES ON REDUCTION AT THE 

EXPENSE OF NOSOLOGICAL REVISION

A NEW PARADIGM?



NOSOLOGICAL REVISIONISM IN PSYCHIATRY

Since Insel’s strategic plan was implemented, 

the NIMH’s spending on basic science has gone 

up by 28%, while the budget for research into 

epidemiology, treatment, and health services 

has gone down by 16.7%, bringing the overall 

budget to around a 50/50 split between basic 

science research and clinical/translation 

research

This is in line with a broader shift in spending priorities... 
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Reduction + nosological revision + big data 

= "the vindication project” OR progress through basic science research

There are reasons to think the scientific virtues reductionism, nosological

revisionism, and big data will all be harder to pursue in psychiatry than in the 

branches of medicine where the precision medicine approach has been 

successful, like oncology. There is little reason to think, therefore, that they will 

together produce the kind of progress that has been seen elsewhere. The current 

vogue for precision begs the question of whether reductionism, big data, and 

nosological revisionism are all in fact necessary and sufficient for medical 

progress

In other words, we should not be confident that in psychiatry

A NEW PARADIGM?



ARE THESE THREE VIRTUES NECESSARY?

There are reasons to think the scientific virtues reductionism, nosological

revisionism, and big data will all be harder to pursue in psychiatry than in the 

branches of medicine where the precision medicine approach has been 

successful, like oncology. There is little reason to think, therefore, that they will 

together produce the kind of progress that has been seen elsewhere. 

But what if they were disaggregated?  

Reduction - Nosological revision + big data

= basic science research
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branches of medicine where the precision medicine approach has been 
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ARE THESE THREE VIRTUES NECESSARY?



There are reasons to think the scientific virtues reductionism, nosological

revisionism, and big data will all be harder to pursue in psychiatry than in the 

branches of medicine where the precision medicine approach has been 

successful, like oncology. There is little reason to think, therefore, that they will 

together produce the kind of progress that has been seen elsewhere. 
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NOSOLOGICAL REVISIONISM WITHOUT REDUCTIONISM 

(Borsboom and Kramer 2013)



NOSOLOGICAL REVISIONISM WITHOUT REDUCTIONISM 

(Borsboom and Cramer 2013)





Nosological revision +/– reduction +/- big data

A NEW PARADIGM? OR CLEVER PACKAGING?
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Psychopathology

Nosological
Revision

Big Data? Reduction??

ARE THESE THREE VIRTUES SUFFICIENT?



I can be reached at 

kct2121@columbia.edu
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